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iMPORTAnT inFORMATiOn

Accreditation period
Units 1 and 2: 2002–2023 
Units 3 and 4: 2002–2024
Accreditation period for Units 1 and 2 ends 31 December 2023  
Accreditation period for Units 1 and 2 ends 31 December 2024

Other sources of information
The VCE Bulletin is the only official source of changes to regulations and accredited studies. The 
VCE Bulletin, including supplements, also regularly includes advice on VCE studies. It is the 
responsibility of each VCE teacher to refer to each issue of the VCE Bulletin.
To assist teachers in assessing school-assessed coursework in Units 3 and 4 the Board of Studies 
will publish annually an assessment guide which will include advice on the scope of the tasks 
and the criteria for assessment.
The VCE Administrative Handbook for the current year contains essential information on 
assessment and other procedures.

VCE providers
Throughout this study design the term ‘school’ is intended to include both schools and other VCE 
providers.

Photocopying
VCE schools only may photocopy parts of this study design for use by teachers.
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introduction

THE LAnguAgE
The language to be studied and assessed is the modern standard/official version of Khmer.
Khmer includes Pali and Sanskrit loanwords, which differ in spelling and pronunciation from Khmer 
words. Students will be expected to understand more commonly used Pali and Sanskrit forms, 
but the emphasis is on Khmer or ‘Khmerised’ forms for use in speech and writing. Pronunciation 
is the standard pronunciation of Khmer language. However, regional variation in pronunciation 
(not in structure) is acceptable.

RATiOnALE
The study of Khmer contributes to the overall education of students, particularly in the areas of 
communication, cross-cultural understanding, literacy and general knowledge. It provides access 
to the culture of Khmer-speaking countries and communities. The study promotes understanding 
of different attitudes and values within the wider Australian community and beyond.
The study of Khmer provides students with direct access to the culture associated with the language 
and an understanding of the contributions of the Khmer civilisation to the development of art and 
architecture, dance and music, and religious thought in South-East Asia.
The study of Khmer develops students’ ability to understand and use a language that is the 
national language of Cambodia. Khmer is used by Cambodian communities in Thailand and the 
south of Vietnam, as well as by Khmer-speaking communities in countries such as Australia, 
France, Canada, and the USA. As Australia’s links with South-East Asia are strengthened, so the 
importance of Khmer will increase.
The ability to communicate in Khmer may, in conjunction with other skills, provide students with 
enhanced vocational opportunities within Australia and overseas.

AiMs
This study is designed to enable students to:
• use Khmer to communicate with others;
• understand and appreciate the cultural contexts in which Khmer is used;
• understand their own culture(s) through the study of other cultures;
• understand language as a system;
• make connections between Khmer and English, and/or other languages;
• apply Khmer to work, further study, training or leisure.
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LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH: KHMER VCE study design
INTRODUCTION

sTRuCTuRE
The study is made up of four units. Each unit is designed to enable students to achieve a set 
of outcomes. Each outcome is described in terms of the key knowledge and skills students are 
required to demonstrate.

EnTRy
Khmer is designed for students who will, typically, have studied Khmer for at least 400 hours at 
completion of Year 12. It is possible, however, that some students with less formal experience 
will also be able to meet the requirements successfully.
Students must undertake Unit 3 prior to undertaking Unit 4.

duRATiOn
Each unit involves at least 50 hours of scheduled classroom instruction.

CHAngEs TO THE sTudy dEsign
During its period of accreditation minor changes to the study will be notified in the VCE Bulletin. 
The VCE Bulletin is the only source of changes to regulations and accredited studies and it is the 
responsibility of each VCE teacher to monitor changes or advice about VCE studies published 
in the VCE Bulletin.

MOniTORing FOR QuALiTy 
The Board of Studies will, from time to time, undertake an audit of Khmer to ensure that the study 
is being taught and assessed as accredited. Teachers must ensure that all records and samples of 
students’ work are maintained and available should the study be subject to audit. The details of the 
audit procedures and requirements are published annually in the VCE Administrative Handbook. 
Schools will be notified during the teaching year of schools and studies to be audited.

sAFETy
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that duty of care is exercised in relation to the health 
and safety of all students undertaking this study. 

usE OF inFORMATiOn TECHnOLOgy
In designing courses for this study teachers are encouraged to incorporate information technology 
in teaching and learning activities. The Advice for Teachers section provides specific examples of 
how information technology can be used in this study.

COMMuniTy sTAndARds
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that all activities in this study are conducted within 
ethical guidelines. This is of particular concern in the use of information located on the World 
Wide Web.
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INTRODUCTION

VOCATiOnAL EduCATiOn And TRAining OPTiOn
Schools wishing to offer the Vocational Education and Training (VET) option should note that 
they will need to seek registration as a training provider, or to enter into an agreement with a 
registered training provider able to offer the module outcomes to students on their behalf. For further 
information, contact the Office of Post Compulsory Education, Training and Employment (PETE).
The school-assessed coursework component of this study is designed to allow the integration of 
tasks required in Modules 2A and 2B of the National TAFE Language Course Stage One*. The 
outcomes for Module 2A relate most closely to Units 1 and 2; the outcomes for Module 2B relate 
most closely to Units 3 and 4.
The VCE coursework assessment tasks (including those required for the detailed study VET 
option) are sufficiently flexible for both the VCE outcomes and selected outcomes required for 
Modules 2A and 2B to be met. Examples of how this might be done are provided on pages 50–52. 
Students who successfully meet all of the outcomes required for Module 2A will be eligible to 
receive from their registered provider a Certificate II in Applied Languages. Students who meet 
all of the outcomes required for Module 2B will be eligible to receive a Certificate III in Applied 
Languages.
It is important to note that there are significantly more outcomes to be met in both Modules 2A and 
2B than in VCE Units 1 and 2, and in Units 3 and 4, respectively. Although there is considerable 
scope for several of the module outcomes to be incorporated into one VCE assessment task, it 
is possible that (unless the student has completed some of the module outcomes previously) a 
number of additional assessment tasks (beyond the eight required for VCE Units 1 and 2, and 
six required for VCE Units 3 and 4) will be required, if the student is to achieve them all for the 
purposes of VET certification.
Schools might therefore wish to consider incorporating outcomes from Module 2A into Year 10 
programs as well as into VCE Unit 1, and outcomes from Module 2B into VCE Unit 2 tasks, in 
addition to tasks in Units 3 and 4.
No additional enrolment procedure is required for students wishing to follow this VET option. It 
is important to note, also, that students who successfully complete the outcomes for Modules 2A 
and/or 2B will not receive any additional credit for satisfactory completion of the VCE, or for the 
calculation of the ENTER.

*National TAFE Language Course: Stage One; Generic Curriculum, ACTRAC Products, 1994, available from 
Australian Training Products (tel: 03 9630 9836)
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Assessment and reporting

sATisFACTORy COMPLETiOn
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on a decision that the student has 
demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. This decision will be based 
on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on assessment tasks designated 
for the unit. Designated assessment tasks are provided in the details for each unit. The Board of 
Studies will publish annually an assessment guide which will include advice on the scope of the 
assessment tasks and the criteria for assessment.
Teachers must develop courses that provide opportunities for students to demonstrate achievement 
of outcomes. Examples of learning activities are provided in the Advice for Teachers section.
Schools will report a result for each unit to the Board of Studies as S (Satisfactory) or N (Not 
Satisfactory).
Completion of a unit will be reported on the Statement of Results issued by the Board of Studies 
as S (Satisfactory) or N (Not Satisfactory). Schools may report additional information on levels 
of achievement.

AuTHEnTiCATiOn
Work related to the outcomes will be accepted only if the teacher can attest that, to the best of 
their knowledge, all unacknowledged work is the student’s own. Teachers need to refer to the 
current year’s VCE Administrative Handbook for authentication procedures, and should note that 
all assessment tasks for Units 3 and 4 should be conducted in class time and under supervision.

LEVELs OF ACHiEVEMEnT
units 1 and 2
Procedures for the assessment of levels of achievement in Units 1 and 2 are a matter for school 
decision. Assessment of levels of achievement for these units will not be reported to the Board of 
Studies. Schools may choose to report levels of achievement using grades, descriptive statements 
or other indicators.
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ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING

units 3 and 4
The Board of Studies will supervise the assessment of all students undertaking Units 3 and 4.
In Khmer the student’s level of achievement will be determined by school-assessed coursework 
and two end-of-year examinations. Percentage contributions to the final assessment are as follows:
• Unit 3 school-assessed coursework: 25 per cent
• Unit 4 school-assessed coursework: 25 per cent
• Units 3 and 4 examinations: 50 per cent.
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Areas of study
units 1–4 Common areas of study

The areas of study for Khmer comprise themes and topics, grammar, text types, vocabulary and 
kinds of writing. They are common to all four units of the study, and they are designed to be 
drawn upon in an integrated way, as appropriate to the linguistic needs of the student, and the 
outcomes for the unit.
The themes and topics are the vehicle through which the student will demonstrate achievement 
of the outcomes, in the sense that they form the subject of the activities and tasks the student 
undertakes.
The grammar, vocabulary, text types and kinds of writing are linked, both to each other, and to 
the themes and topics. Together, as common areas of study, they add a further layer of definition 
to the knowledge and skills required for successful achievement of the outcomes.
The common areas of study have been selected to provide the opportunity for the student to build 
upon what is familiar, as well as develop knowledge and skills in new and more challenging areas.

THEMEs, TOPiCs And suB-TOPiCs
There are three prescribed themes:
• The individual
• The Khmer-speaking communities
• The changing world
These themes have a number of prescribed topics and suggested sub-topics. The placement of 
the topics under one or more of the three themes is intended to provide a particular perspective 
or perspectives for each of the topics. The suggested sub-topics expand on the topics, and are 
provided to guide the student and teacher as to how topics may be treated. 
It is not expected that all topics will require the same amount of study time. The length of time 
and depth of treatment devoted to each topic will vary according to the outcomes being addressed, 
as well as the linguistic needs and interests of the student.
As well as acquiring the linguistic resources to function effectively as a non-specialist within all 
three themes, the student is required to undertake a detailed study in Units 3 and 4. This detailed 
study should relate to the prescribed themes and topics and be based on a selected sub-topic. For 
further details refer to pages 23 and 24.
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UnitS 1–4AREAS OF StUDY

The individual The Khmer-speaking communities The changing world

Note: Bold = Prescribed themes, Bold Italics = Prescribed topics, Italics = Suggested sub-topics.

• Personal identity
 For example, self and others, daily 

routine, home and community.

• Relationships
 For example, family, getting to know 

each other, friends.

•	 Education and aspirations
 For example, school life, work and 

careers, future plans.

•	 Leisure and lifestyle
 For	example,	sport,	hobbies,	keeping	fit	

and healthy.

•	 History and geography
 For example, historical events and 
figures,	Cambodian	geography,	economy	
of Cambodia.

•	 Cultural diversity
 For example, festivals and celebrations, 

food.

•	 Tourism
 For example, travel at home and abroad, 

famous places.

•	 Arts and entertainment
 For example, traditional music and 

games, dance and songs, literature.

• Changing lifestyles
 For example, role of women in 

Cambodia, Cambodian communities, 
teenager/parent relationships, lifestyles in 
the city and the country, daily routines.

 
•	 World of work
 For example, careers and occupations.

•	 Current issues 
For example, migration, environment, 
communications.

TExT TyPEs
The student will be expected to be familiar with the following text types. Text types indicated with 
an asterisk (*) are those which the student may be expected to produce in the external examination. 
Teachers may introduce the student to a wider range of text types in the course of their teaching 
and learning program.

Advertisement Informal letter* Report*
Announcement Invitation* Text of a dialogue*
Article* Map Text of an interview*
Chart Message* Text of a presentation*
Conversation* Narrative/short story* Text of a talk*
Discussion* Personal profile* 

Kinds OF wRiTing
The student is expected to be familiar with, and be able to produce the following five kinds of 
writing: personal, informative, persuasive, evaluative and imaginative.

VOCABuLARy
While there is no prescribed vocabulary list, it is expected that the student will be familiar with 
a range of vocabulary and idioms relevant to the topics prescribed in the study design. Students 
should be encouraged to use dictionaries. It is expected that teachers will assist students to develop 
the necessary skills and confidence to use dictionaries effectively. Suitable editions are listed in the 
Resources section of this study design. Information on the use of dictionaries in the end-of-year 
written examination is provided on page 31.

PREsCRiBEd THEMEs And TOPiCs, And suggEsTEd suB-TOPiCs
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UnitS 1–4AREAS OF StUDY

gRAMMAR
The student is expected to recognise and use the following grammatical items:

nouns proper nouns P~MeBj GU¨s‘alI Ggðrvt‘ suxa FIta

 common nouns tu can esovePA  Lan  kg' ekAGI   
   sala

 compound nouns 
  noun + noun Bgman’ sac’eKa Twk¨kUc rukÅvifI

  noun + adjective ¨tb’¨sYy dIs exµA«d mhavifI

  noun + verb C&rlub esovePAsresr

 nouns derived from
  nouns G~kE¨s G~k¨KU G~ktUc G~kFM

  adjectives esck‘Isux PaBrugerOg  
    karsbºay

 verbs G~ke¨cog G~kft karbe¨gon
 (using words G~k esck‘I  
 PaB kar)
 nouns derived from verbs edIIr  dMenIr ,  Kit  KMnit ,  cg  

   cMng cS cMnS      

Adjectives attributive function cansíat  nMEpím  Lanf~I

 modified by intensified words Nas’ e¨cIn EmnETn sMebIm eBk GsaÍr´
   «¨kElg

 comparative
  lower/higher degree KuNnam + Cag  :  ticCag 

    e¨cInCag

  same degree KuNnam + dUc/esµI/¨bEhl/b”un/

    dMnal + K~a

 superlative KuNnam + dac’/Cag + eK +  
   bMput/bgís’

Verbs transitive jaMu  eXIj  Tij  lk’  elIk 

   kab’  pwk

 intransitive E¨sk  yM  rIk  rt’

 intr/transitive eCr  vay

 multiple word-verb cUlcit‘ edkelg emIlgay 

   bBaØak’eGayeXIjfa

 verb phrases cg’eTA  VneTA  nwgeTA

 adjectives used as verbs GavenHsNas’   
   sÃayenaHTuMehIy canenHF©n’Emn’

 nouns used as verbs G~kGayub”unµan? G~keQµaHGÃI? 
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UnitS 1–4AREAS OF StUDY

Voice active xÆ¬MTat’Vl’

 passive xÆ¬M¨tUvVneKTat’

Tenses present xÆ¬MeTAp§ar

 past xÆ¬MVneTAp§ar

 future xÆ¬MnwgeTAp§ar

 present-continuous xÆ¬MkMBugjauMVy

 present perfect xÆ¬Mrs’enA¨beTsGU¨s‘alItaMgBIq~aM 
   1980mkemÂ”H

 past perfect xÆ¬MMFÂab’rs’enAk~¬g¨beTsExµrEdr

Adverbs verb + y”ag/eday/Ca +  y”agsbºay  edayrIkray 
 adjective CaGenk

 verb + adjective xÆ¬Mrt’elOn  xÆ¬MniyayyWt@

 adverbial functions 
  position xÆ¬MeronenApæH

  time xÆ¬MnwgeTAeron«f©Esík

  direction xÆ¬MedIrecjBITIenH

  duration xÆ¬MeFÃIkareBjmYy«f©

  distance xÆ¬MebIkLanVn¨VMKILèEm”¨t

Pronouns pronouns
  personal xÆ¬M  G~k  va  Kat’  eK  eyIg  äg

  reflexive xÂçnxÆ¬M  xÂçnäg  xÂçneyIg  

   xÆÂçnG~käg  xÂçnKat’

  possessive rbs’xÆ¬M  rbs’Gµ~k  rbs’eK   
   rbs’Kat’  rbs’va

  reciprocal eTAvijeTAmk bn‘bnæab’  
   lMdab’lMeday 

  relative Edl

  interrogative Na  GÃI

  demonstrative enH  enaH  mYyenH  mYyenaH   
   h~wg  nu±H

Conjunctions   ebIdUec~H ehtuenHehIy 
   Ga¨s&yehtuenH eTaHbICa
   luH¨taEt ¨bsinebI ebIsinCa 
   enAeBlEdl hak’dUcCa 

   elIkElgEt ebI dUec~H fÃItºitEt
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UnitS 1–4AREAS OF StUDY

Prepositions   qÂgkat’ e¨kayeBl bnæab’mk 
   rYcehIy enAk~¬g eTA enA eqõaHeTA 

   eTAkan’ cMeBaH ¨bEhl

numbers cardinal sUn´  mYy  BIr  bI ..........
 ordinal TImYy  TIBIr  TIbI ..........
 Khmer numerals 0  1  2  3  4  ..........

sentence structure simple clauses xÆ¬M  man  EsºkeCIgmYy

 complex clauses xÆ¬M  dak’  esovePAmYy 

   enAelItusresr

Classifier people nak’  Ggð  kg

 objects Vc’  edIm  Epn  pæaMg  knæ¬y  snÂwk

 animals kºal  hÃèg nwm
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unit 1

AREAs OF sTudy
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 12–16 of this study design.

OuTCOMEs
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to establish and maintain a written or spoken 
exchange related to personal areas of experience.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• communicate in a range of text types, for example letter, fax, mail, voicemail and telephone, 

as well as face-to-face;
• initiate, maintain and close an exchange;
• link and sequence ideas and information in written or spoken text;
• recognise and respond to cues for turn taking;
• self-correct/rephrase to maintain communication;
• use appropriate intonation, stress, pitch/spelling and punctuation;
• use appropriate socio-cultural terms of address in oral and written communication;
• use appropriate non-verbal forms of communication, such as eye contact and greeting gestures;
• use a range of question and answer forms;
• use structures related to describing, explaining and commenting on past, present or future 

events or experiences, both real and imaginary.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to listen to, read and obtain information 
from written and spoken texts.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• convey gist and global understanding as well as items of specific detail;
• establish and confirm meaning through re-reading, using headings and diagrams, and referring 

to dictionaries;
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Unit 1

• identify key words, main points and supporting ideas;
• order, classify and link items from various parts of the text;
• apply knowledge of vocabulary and structures related to topics studied;
• recognise common patterns of word formation and grammar, and use these to infer meaning;
• apply knowledge of conventions of text types.

Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to produce a personal response to a text 
focusing on real or imaginary experience.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• apply the conventions of relevant text types, for example review, article;
• identify main ideas, events and sequences of action;
• link ideas, events and characters;
• provide personal comment/perspective on aspects of the texts;
• respond appropriately for the context, purpose and audience described;
• select and make use of relevant reference materials
• summarise, explain, compare and contrast experiences, options, ideas, feelings and reactions;
• use structures related to explaining, describing, comparing and commenting on past, present 

and future events or experiences.
• use stylistic features, such as repetition and contrast.

AssEssMEnT
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on a decision that the student has 
demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. This decision will be based 
on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on assessment tasks designated 
for the unit. The Board of Studies will publish annually an assessment guide which will include 
advice on the scope of the assessment tasks and the criteria for assessment.
The key knowledge and skills listed for each outcome should be used as a guide to course design and 
the development of learning activities. The key knowledge and skills do not constitute a checklist 
and such an approach is not necessary or desirable for determining achievement of outcomes. The 
elements of key knowledge and skills should not be assessed separately.
Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not unduly 
add to the workload associated with that program. They must be completed in class and under 
supervision.
Demonstration of achievement of Outcomes 1, 2 and 3 must be based on the student’s performance 
on a selection of assessment tasks. Teachers must ensure that tasks selected are of comparable 
scope and demand, and that over the course of the unit, all three outcomes are addressed. Tasks 
should also be selected to ensure that, over the course of the unit, both oral and written skills in 
Khmer are assessed. Therefore, if an oral task is selected to address Outcome 1, a written task 
should be selected to address Outcome 3, and vice versa.
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A total of four tasks should be selected from those listed below. 

Outcome 1:
• informal conversation 
or
• reply to personal letter/email/fax.

Outcome 2:
• listen to spoken texts (e.g. conversations, interviews, broadcasts) to obtain information to 

complete notes, charts or tables in Khmer or English
and
• read written texts (e.g. extracts, advertisements, letters) to obtain information to complete 

notes, charts or tables in Khmer or English.

Outcome 3:
• oral presentation
or
• review 
or
• article.
It is expected that the student responds in Khmer to all assessment tasks that are selected to address 
Outcomes 1 and 3. Of the two tasks required for Outcome 2, one should require a response in 
Khmer, and the other a response in English.
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unit 2

AREAs OF sTudy
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 12–16 of this study design.

OuTCOMEs
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to participate in a written or spoken exchange 
related to making arrangements and completing transactions.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• use structures related to asking for or giving assistance or advice, suggesting, explaining, 

agreeing and disagreeing;
• apply the conventions of relevant text types;
• link and sequence ideas and demonstrate clarity of expression in written or spoken form;
• use gesture and facial expression to enhance meaning and persuade;
• use examples and reasons to support arguments, and to convince;
• respond appropriately for the context, purpose and audience described;
• make arrangements, come to agreements, and reach decisions.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to listen to, read, and extract and use 
information and ideas from spoken and written texts.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• use vocabulary, structures and content related to topics studied;
• apply the conventions of relevant text types such as a letter or a report;
• classify, explain and compare ideas and information;
• infer points of views, opinion and ideas;
• extract and reorganise information and ideas from one text type to another.
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Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to give expression to real or imaginary 
experience in written or spoken form.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• use structures related to describing, recounting, narrating and reflecting upon past, present or 

future events or experiences;
• apply the conventions of relevant text types, for example journal entry, story;
• use a range of appropriate vocabulary and expressions;
• structure writing to sequence ideas and events logically;
• vary language for audience, context and purpose.

AssEssMEnT
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on a decision that the student has 
demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. This decision will be based 
on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on assessment tasks designated 
for the unit. The Board of Studies will publish annually an assessment guide which will include 
advice on the scope of the assessment tasks and the criteria for assessment.
The key knowledge and skills listed for each outcome should be used as a guide to course design and 
the development of learning activities. The key knowledge and skills do not constitute a checklist 
and such an approach is not necessary or desirable for determining achievement of outcomes. The 
elements of key knowledge and skills should not be assessed separately.
Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not unduly 
add to the workload associated with that program. They must be completed in class and under 
supervision.
Demonstration of achievement of Outcomes 1, 2 and 3 must be based on the student’s performance 
on a selection of assessment tasks. Teachers must ensure that tasks selected are of comparable 
scope and demand, and that over the course of the unit, all three outcomes are addressed. Tasks 
should be selected to ensure that, over the course of the unit, both oral and written skills in Khmer 
are assessed. Therefore, if an oral task is selected to address Outcome 1, a written task should be 
selected to address Outcome 3, and vice versa.
A total of four tasks should be selected from those listed below.

Outcome 1:
• formal letter, or fax, or email 
or
• role-play 
or
• interview.
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Outcome 2:
• listen to spoken texts (e.g. conversations, interviews, broadcasts) and reorganise information 

and ideas in a different text type
and
• read written texts (e.g. extracts, advertisements, letters) and reorganise information and ideas 

in a different text type.

Outcome 3:
• journal entry 
or
• personal account 
or
• short story.
It is expected that the student responds in Khmer to all assessment tasks selected.
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AREAs OF sTudy
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 12–16 of this study design.

dETAiLEd sTudy
The student is required to undertake a detailed study during Units 3 and 4.
There are two options for detailed study: Language and culture through texts; Language and 
culture through VET.
The student will be expected to discuss their detailed study in Section 2, Discussion, of the Oral 
Examination.
Over the course of Units 3 and 4, approximately 15 hours of scheduled class time should be 
devoted to the detailed study. 
The detailed study should be based on a sub-topic related to one or more of the prescribed topics 
listed in the table on page 13. The sub-topic may be drawn from this table, or a different sub-topic 
may be selected. 
One sub-topic may be selected for a whole class or different sub-topics may be selected for 
individuals or groups of students. In the former case, it will be important to select a sub-topic that 
is sufficiently broad to accommodate a range of interests and perspectives, so that each student 
can provide an individual response to the coursework assessment task(s) set, as well as in the 
Discussion in Section 2 of the Oral Examination.
At least one and no more than two of the six coursework assessment tasks for school-assessed 
coursework should focus on the detailed study. The detailed study assessment task(s) should be 
designed to assess the student’s understanding of the language and culture of the Khmer-speaking 
community and should be selected from those required to assess achievement of Outcome 2,  
Unit 4 (detailed on page 30). The sub-topics and texts should also be selected to ensure the student 
is able to focus on the knowledge and skills associated with Outcome 2, Unit 4.

Language and culture through texts
The detailed study should enable the student to explore and compare aspects of the language and 
culture of the Khmer-speaking community through a range of oral and written texts related to 
the selected sub-topic. This will enable the student to develop knowledge and understanding of, 
for example, historical issues, aspects of contemporary society or the literary or artistic heritage 
of the community. The texts which form the basis of this study might include feature films, short 
films, short stories, songs, newspaper articles, electronic texts, documentaries, music, painting 
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and oral histories. The length of texts selected will vary depending on the type of text, its density 
and level of complexity. In order for the student to be able to explore their sub-topic in sufficient 
depth to meet the relevant outcomes, it is suggested that a range of at least three different kinds 
of text are selected. These might include aural and visual, as well as written texts. 

Language and culture through VET
This detailed study allows the student to explore and compare aspects of the language and culture 
of the Khmer community through the study of outcomes drawn from Module 2B of the National 
TAFE Language Course, Stage One.
The sub-topic selected for this detailed study must allow for the incorporation of study related 
to Outcomes 14, 15, and one or more of Outcomes 2, 5 and 13 from module 2B of the National 
TAFE Language Course, Stage One. For further details of this course, refer to page 9.
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AREAs OF sTudy
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 12–16 of this study design.

OuTCOMEs
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to express ideas through the production of 
original texts.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• create a personal or imaginative text, focusing on an event or experience in the past or present;
• organise and sequence ideas;
• select and make appropriate use of reference materials, including dictionaries;
• show knowledge of first- and third-person narrative perspectives;
• simplify or paraphrase more complex ideas;
• use a range of relevant text types.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to analyse and use information from spoken 
texts.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to: 
• convey gist, identify main points, supporting points and detailed items of specific information;
• infer points of view, attitudes, emotions from context and/or choice of language and intonation;
• show knowledge of registers, and stylistic features such as repetition and tone. 
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Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to exchange information, opinions and 
experiences.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• ask for and give assistance or advice;
• describe and comment on aspects of past, present and future experience;
• exchange and justify opinions and ideas;
• link and sequence ideas and information;
• present and comment on factual information;
• self-correct/rephrase to maintain communication;
• use appropriate terms of address for familiar and unfamiliar audiences;
• use a range of question forms.

AssEssMEnT
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on a decision that the student has 
demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. This decision will be based 
on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on assessment tasks designated 
for the unit. The Board of Studies will publish annually an assessment guide which will include 
advice on the scope of the assessment tasks and the criteria for assessment.
The key knowledge and skills listed for each outcome should be used as a guide to course design and 
the development of learning activities. The key knowledge and skills do not constitute a checklist 
and such an approach is not necessary or desirable for determining achievement of outcomes. The 
elements of key knowledge and skills should not be assessed separately.

Assessment of levels of achievement
The student’s level of achievement for Unit 3 will be determined by school-assessed coursework 
and two end-of-year examinations.

Contributions	to	final	assessment
School-assessed coursework for Unit 3 will contribute 25 per cent to the final assessment. 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 will also be assessed by two end-of-year examinations, 
which will contribute 50 per cent to the final assessment. 

School-assessed coursework
Teachers will provide to the Board of Studies a score representing an assessment of the student’s 
level of achievement. 
The score must be based on the teacher’s rating of performance of each student on the tasks set 
out in the following table and in accordance with an assessment guide published annually by the 
Board of Studies. The assessment guide will also include advice on the scope of the tasks and the 
criteria for assessment. 
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Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not 
unduly add to the workload associated with that program. They must be completed in class time 
and under supervision.

Outcomes Assessment tasks Marks allocated*

Outcome 1 
Express ideas through the production of original texts. A 250-word personal or imaginative written piece. 20

Outcome 2
Analyse and use information from spoken texts.

A response to specific questions, messages or instructions, 
extracting and using information requested. 10

Outcome 3
Exchange information, opinions and experiences.

A three- to four-minute role-play, focusing on the resolution 
of an issue 20

Total marks 50

* School-assessed coursework for Unit 3 contributes 25 per cent to the final assessment.
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AREAs OF sTudy
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 12–16 of this study design.

OuTCOMEs
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of two outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to analyse and use information from written 
texts.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:
• understand and convey gist, identify main points and extract and use information;
• infer points of views, attitudes, emotions from context and/or choice of language;
• summarise, interpret and evaluate information from texts;
• compare and contrast aspects of different texts on similar topics;
• convey understanding accurately;
• show knowledge of and use a range of text types;
• show knowledge of and use simple stylistic features such as repetition and contrast;
• appreciate cultural aspects critical to understanding the text.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to respond critically to spoken and written 
texts which reflect aspects of the language and culture of the Khmer-speaking communities.

Key knowledge and skills
To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to: 
• compare and contrast aspect of life in Khmer-speaking communities with those in Australia;
• identify and comment on culturally specific aspects of language, behaviour or attitude;
• present an opinion about an aspect of the culture associated with the language;
• identify similarities and differences between texts, and find evidence to support particular 

views;
• show an awareness that different social contexts require different types of language;
• select and make use of relevant reference materials.  
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AssEssMEnT
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on a decision that the student has 
demonstrated achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. This decision will be based 
on the teacher’s assessment of the student’s overall performance on assessment tasks designated 
for the unit. The Board of Studies will publish annually an assessment guide which will include 
advice on the scope of the assessment tasks and the criteria for assessment.
The key knowledge and skills listed for each outcome should be used as a guide to course design and 
the development of learning activities. The key knowledge and skills do not constitute a checklist 
and such an approach is not necessary or desirable for determining achievement of outcomes. The 
elements of key knowledge and skills should not be assessed separately.

Assessment of levels of achievement
The student’s level of achievement for Unit 4 will be determined by school-assessed coursework 
and two end-of-year examinations.

Contributions	to	final	assessment
School-assessed coursework for Unit 4 will contribute 25 per cent of the final assessment. 
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 will also be assessed by two end-of-year examinations, 
which will contribute 50 per cent of the final assessment. 

School-assessed coursework
Teachers will provide to the Board of Studies a score representing an assessment of the student’s 
level of achievement.
The score must be based on the teacher’s rating of performance of each student on the tasks set 
out in the following table and in accordance with an assessment guide published annually by the 
Board of Studies. The assessment guide will also include advice on the scope of the tasks and the 
criteria for assessment. 
Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not 
unduly add to the workload associated with that program. They must be completed in class time 
and under supervision.

Outcomes Assessment tasks Marks allocated*

Outcome 1 
Analyse and use information from written texts.

A response to specific questions, messages or instructions, 
extracting and using information requested. 10

Outcome 2
Respond critically to spoken and written texts which 
reflect aspects of the language and culture of the Khmer-
speaking communities.

A 250–300-word informative, persuasive or evaluative written 
response, for example report, comparison or review.
and
A three- to four-minute interview on an issue related to texts 
studied.

20

20

Total marks 50

* School-assessed coursework for Unit 4 contributes 25 per cent to the final assessment.
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End-of-year examinations 
The end-of-year examinations are:
• an oral examination
• a written examination.

Oral examination (approximately 15 minutes)
Purpose
The oral examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and skill in using 
spoken Khmer. 

Specifications
The oral examination has two sections.

section 1: Conversation (approximately 7 minutes)
The examination will begin with a conversation between the student and the assessor(s). It will 
consist of a general conversation about the student’s personal world, for example school and home 
life, family and friends, interests and aspirations.

section 2: discussion (approximately 8 minutes)
Following the Conversation the student will indicate to the assessor(s) the sub-topic chosen for 
detailed study and, in no more than one minute, briefly introduce the main focus of their sub-topic, 
alerting assessors to any objects brought to support the Discussion. The focus of the Discussion 
will be to explore aspects of the language and culture of Khmer-speaking communities. The student 
will be expected to either make reference to texts studied or, if they have elected to follow the 
VET option, to discuss aspects of Outcomes 2, 5, 13, 14 or 15 from module 2B. 
The student may support the Discussion with objects such as photographs, diagrams, and maps. 
Notes and cue cards are not permitted.

written examination (3 hours including 10 minutes reading time)
The student may use monolingual and/or bilingual print dictionaries in the written examination. 

section 1: Listening and responding
Purpose
Section 1 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and 
skill in analysing information from spoken texts.
The student will be expected to demonstrate understanding of general and specific information 
from spoken texts and respond in English in Part A and Khmer in Part B to questions on this 
information. The questions may require the student to identify information related to:
• the context, purpose and audience of the text;
• aspects of the language of the text, for example tone, register, knowledge of language structures.

Specifications
Section 1 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts will 
be related to one or more of the prescribed themes.
The student hears five to seven texts in Khmer covering a number of text types. The total listening 
time for one reading of the texts without pauses will be approximately 7–8 minutes.
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Some texts will be short, that is one reading of each text will be approximately 35–45 seconds. 
Some texts will be longer, that is one reading of each text will be approximately 90–120 seconds. 
Each text will be heard twice. There will be a pause between the first and second readings in which 
the student may take notes. The student will be given sufficient time after the second reading to 
complete responses.
The student will be expected to respond to a range of question types, such as completing a table, 
chart, list or form, or responding to a message, open-ended questions or multiple-choice items. 
Part A 
There will be two to four short texts, and one longer text.
Questions will be phrased in English for responses in English.
Part B 
There will be one short text and one longer text.
Questions will be phrased in English and Khmer for responses in Khmer.
section 2: Reading and responding
Purpose
Section 2 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and 
skill in analysing and responding to information from written texts. 
In Part A the student will be required to demonstrate understanding of written texts. The student 
may be required to extract, summarise, and/or evaluate information from texts. If the texts are 
related, the student may be required to compare and/or contrast aspects of both.
In Part B the student will be expected to demonstrate understanding of a written text by responding 
in Khmer to information provided in a text.

Specifications
Section 2 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts will 
be related to one or more of the prescribed themes.
Part A 
The student will be required to read two texts in Khmer of 400–500 words in total. The texts will 
be different in style and purpose but may be related in subject matter or context.
Questions on the texts will be phrased in English for responses in English.
Part B 
The student will be required to read a short text in Khmer of approximately 150 words, such as 
a letter, message, advertisement, or notice. The student will be required to respond to questions, 
statements, comments and/or other specific items provided in the written text. The task will specify 
a purpose, context and audience. The text type the student will be required to produce will be 
drawn from those listed for productive use on page 13.
The student will be expected to write a response of 150–200 words in Khmer. The task will be 
phrased in English and Khmer for a response in Khmer.
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section 3: writing in Khmer
Purpose
Section 3 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s ability to express 
ideas through the creation of original text in Khmer. 

Specifications
The student will be required to write a text involving presentation of ideas and/or information and/
or opinions. There will be a choice of two to four tasks. The tasks will be related to one or more 
of the prescribed themes. Tasks will accommodate a range of student interests and will be set to 
ensure that the student is provided with opportunities for producing different kinds of writing 
(informative, imaginative, persuasive, etc.) through, for example:
• having different purposes, audiences and contexts;
• requiring different text types (see table of text types for productive use).
The student will be required to write a response of 200–250 words in Khmer. The tasks will be 
phrased in English and Khmer for a response in Khmer.
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Outcomes Unit 1 (4 tasks) Outcomes Unit 2 (4 tasks)

Establish and maintain a 
written or spoken exchange 
related to personal areas of 
experience.

 

1 1
Informal conversation.
or
Reply to personal letter/fax/
email.

Participate in a written or 
spoken exchange related to 
making arrangements and 
completing transactions.

Formal letter/fax/email.
or
Role-play.
or
Interview. 

 

2 2

Listen to, read, and obtain 
information from written and 
spoken texts.

Listen to spoken texts (e.g. 
conversations, interviews, 
broadcasts) to obtain 
information to complete 
notes, charts or tables in 
Khmer or English.
and
Read written texts (e.g. 
extracts, advertisements, 
letters) to obtain information 
to complete notes, charts or 
tables, in Khmer or English.

Listen to, read, and extract 
and use information and 
ideas from spoken and 
written texts.

Listen to spoken texts (e.g. 
conversations, interviews, 
broadcasts) and reorganise 
information and ideas in a 
different text type.
and
Read written texts (e.g. 
extracts, advertisements, 
letters) and reorganise 
information and ideas in a 
different text type.

 

3 3

Produce a personal response 
to a text focusing on real or 
imaginary experience.

Oral presentation.
or
Review.
or
Article.

Give expression to real or 
imaginary experience in 
written or spoken form.

Journal entry.
or
Personal account.
or
Short story.

suMMARy OF OuTCOMEs And AssEssMEnT TAsKs
The following tables provide an overview of outcomes and assessment tasks required for Units 1–4.

Outcomes and assessment tasks for units 1 and 2
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Outcomes Unit 3 (3 tasks) Outcomes Unit 4 (3 tasks)

Express ideas through the 
production of original 
texts.

 

1 1
A 250-word personal or 
imaginative written piece.

Analyse and use information 
from written texts.

A response to specific questions, 
messages  or instructions, 
extracting and using information 
requested.

 

2 2

Analyse and use information 
from spoken texts.

A response to specific 
questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting and 
using information requested.

Respond critically to 
spoken and written texts 
which reflect aspects of 
the language and culture 
of the Khmer-speaking 
communities.

A 250–300-word informative, 
persuasive or evaluative written 
response, for example report, 
comparison or review.
and 
A three- to four-minute interview 
on an issue related to texts 
studied.

 

3

Exchange information, opinions 
and experiences.

A three- to four-minute role-
play, focusing on the resolution 
of an issue.

Contribution of assessment tasks to study score

School-assessed coursework % End-of-year examinations %

Unit 3 Oral examination

Response to spoken texts.

Three- to four-minute role-play. 10

Unit 4 Written examination

250-word personal or imaginative 
written piece.

10 Conversation

5 Discussion

10
5

Response to written texts. 5 Listening and responding
 Part A: Response in English
 Part B: Response in Khmer

250–300-word informative, persuasive 
or evaluative written piece.

10 Reading and responding 
 Part A: Response in English
 Part B: Response in Khmer

Three- to four-minute interview. 10

10 
5

Writing 7.5

Outcomes and coursework assessment tasks for units 3 and 4

12.5
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Overall contribution of school-assessed coursework and end-of-year examinations %

Oral 32.5

Responding to spoken texts 20

Responding to written texts 20

Writing 27.5
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dEVELOPing A COuRsE
A course outlines the nature and sequence of teaching and learning necessary for students to 
demonstrate achievement of the set of outcomes for a unit. Outcomes are introduced by summary 
statements and are followed by the key knowledge and skills which relate to the outcomes.
It is recognised that the four macroskills of listening, reading, writing and speaking are elements 
that generally operate in an integrated way. Nevertheless, it is usually possible to identify a focus 
skill, or combination of skills that predominate in the performance of a particular task or activity. 
This approach is reflected in the organisation of the outcomes, and the key knowledge and skills 
associated with them. The overall balance of emphasis across the macroskills in assessment tasks 
is indicated in the table on page 35.
Teachers must develop courses that include appropriate learning activities to enable students to 
develop the knowledge and skills identified in the outcome statements in each unit. For Units 1 
and 2, teachers must select assessment tasks from those provided. Tasks do not have to be lengthy 
to make a decision about student demonstration of achievement of an outcome.
In Units 3 and 4, assessment is more structured. For school-assessed coursework, assessment tasks 
are prescribed. The contribution that each task makes to the total school-assessed coursework is 
also stipulated.

METHOds
Any communicative teaching method or combination of methods which allows students to 
demonstrate achievement of the outcomes of the course is appropriate. Since the aims and outcomes 
emphasise communication, teaching methods should ensure that students are provided with a 
high level of appropriate input in the language, and are involved in activities which encourage 
purposeful language use.
Teachers should note, however, that the listing of vocabulary, grammatical structures, and other 
elements of language indicates that a focus on these is also a necessary part of students’ preparation. 
Teachers themselves will judge at what points in their course such instruction will be needed.

sTRuCTuRE And ORgAnisATiOn
The idea of an organisational focus may be helpful in planning and sequencing learning activities 
and assessment tasks, and the content associated with them. Themes and topics can serve as effective 
organisational focuses for activities, as can a discourse form, a skill or a text.
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usE OF inFORMATiOn TECHnOLOgy
In designing courses and developing learning activities for Khmer, teachers are encouraged to make 
use of applications of information technology and new learning technologies, such as computer-
based learning, multimedia and the World Wide Web.

ExAMPLE OuTLinEs 
The example outlines which follow are not intended to represent fully worked courses, but illustrate 
one way of integrating areas of study, outcomes, learning activities and assessment tasks. They 
include suggested sub-topics for the detailed study, and an example of how VET and VCE outcomes 
and assessment tasks can be aligned. The examples that make use of information technology are 
identified by this icon .

Unit 1
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The Khmer-speaking communities

Topic

Cultural diversity

grammar

Terms of address 
Tenses: present/present continuous

Text types

Summary, letter, article, discussion

write a letter to a Cambodian friend about an important 
celebration in Australia

read about the five Buddhist precepts and take notes

write a short article on Visakha Boja for a newsletter

read and respond to questions on texts about 
Cambodian festivals

prepare a short article for a magazine about interesting 
customs and traditions associated with the Khmer-
speaking community

discuss and summarise the importance of food and 
celebrations as a means of drawing people together in 
social interaction

 Example assessment task

Outcome 1: Establish and maintain a spoken 
or written exchange related to personal areas of 
experience.

Take part in a conversation in which you exchange 
experiences relating to festivals and special 
occasions.
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Theme  Examples of learning activities

The individual

Topic

Leisure and lifestyle

grammar

Adjectives: attributive function 
Pronouns: personal, possessive

Text types

Interview, letter, talk, role-play, report

read a text on hobbies which are popular with young 
people today and prepare a script for a talk

listen to an interview on changing aspects of lifestyles 
and summarise the main points

write a letter to a penfriend in Cambodia describing your 
leisure activities and interests

role-play a scenario in which two friends negotiate 
buying a birthday present for a mutual school friend

search the Internet for information on different lifestyles 
in urban and rural areas of Cambodia, and prepare a 
report

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 2: Listen to, read and obtain information 
from written and spoken texts.

Listen to a broadcast about past and present 
leisure activities and complete a chart summarising 
the main points.
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Unit 1 
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The Khmer-speaking communities

Topic

Tourism

grammar

Numbers, cardinal, ordinal and Khmer 
numbers 
Equivalent to ‘by’ in English 
Verbs: transitive and intransitive 
Pronouns: demonstrative

Text types

Itinerary, article, letter, video, presentation

watch a video advertising the Khmer Kingdom of Angkor 
and write a short article for inclusion on a bulletin board

present an itinerary for tourists, including two major 
destinations and give reasons for your choice

prepare a short presentation explaining the importance 
of tourism today

write a letter to a friend in Cambodia asking them to 
accompany you to Angkor and to provide advice about 
your trip to Cambodia

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 2: Listen to, read and obtain information 
from written and spoken texts.

Read an article on the positive and negative impact 
of tourism and list the main points made.
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Unit 1
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The individual

Topic

Relationships

grammar

Verb tenses: past, present perfect 
Adverbs 
Nouns and categories 
Adjectives: comparative

Text types

Account, article, letter, review

watch a film about family relationships and make notes

write an account entitled ‘My daily routine’

read articles on family life in Cambodia and Australia 
and summarise the main differences

listen to a discussion about the importance of 
friendships and list the main points you agree with, 
explaining why

write a letter to a friend providing advice on how to 
make friends in a new context

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 3: Produce a personal response to a 
text focusing on real or imaginary experience.

Write a review of a short story about a family, and 
explain why you would/would not recommend it to 
others.
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Unit 2
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The Khmer-speaking communities

Topic

History and geography

grammar

Conjunctions 
Simple and complex clauses 
Categories of nouns

Text types

Discussion, article, notes, report, 
documentary film

read texts on rice production in Cambodia and make 
notes to use as the basis for a short presentation

prepare an article on the history of rice production in 
Cambodia for publication in a magazine

watch a video about the effects of climate on rice 
production and summarise the main points made

watch a documentary on recent changes to life in 
Cambodia and their impact and discuss

read articles on the changing role of agricultural 
production and use the information to write a report

 Example assessment tasks  

Outcome 1: Participate in a spoken or written 
exchange related to making arrangements and 
completing transactions.

Role-play making arrangements with a guest 
speaker to present a talk on an aspect of history or 
geography for a group of young students.

Outcome 2:  Listen to, read, and extract and use 
information and ideas from spoken and written 
texts.

Read articles on historical and geographical 
influences on rice production in Cambodia and use 
the information to write the text of a talk focusing 
on two or three key factors that have affected rice 
production.
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Unit 2
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The Khmer-speaking communities

Topic

Cultural diversity

grammar

Compound nouns 
Adverbs and adverbial functions

Text types

Recipe, article, song, email, interview

read some recipes and discuss those which would be 
most suitable for a family celebration

search the Internet for information on cultural activities 
that are part of everyday contemporary society in 
Cambodia and make notes

discuss articles outlining changes that are affecting the 
Khmer-speaking communities in Australia

summarise the main ideas in a song written for a special 
event

write an email in response to an advertisement 
requesting information on Khmer dishes

role-play an interview focusing on the importance of 
maintaining traditions

 Example assessment tasks  

Outcome 2: Listen to spoken texts (e.g. 
conversations, interviews, broadcasts) and 
reorganise information and ideas in a different text 
type.

Watch a TV program involving a chef preparing 
some special Cambodian dishes. Reorganise the 
information into a short article.

Outcome 3: Give expression to real or imaginary 
experience in written or spoken form.

Write a journal entry about an important celebration 
or festivity you took part in, explaining its 
significance to you personally.
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Unit 3
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The Khmer-speaking communities

Topic

Arts and entertainment

grammar

Past, present and future tenses 
Prepositions 
Pronouns: personal and interrogative 
linking words, classifiers

Text types

Article, interview, video, poem, story, 
report

read and discuss the main themes in a story set in 
Cambodia’s recent past

watch a video about a character in a dilemma (e.g. Tum 
Teav), and list the different options for action that are 
available and their implications

read a poem and rewrite it as a short story

role-play negotiating with a friend which film/
entertainment you will see

listen to an interview about traditional music and 
summarise the key features

watch a film and read a review; write a report focusing 
on those aspects of the review you either agree or 
disagree with

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 1: Express ideas through the production 
of original texts.

A 250-word personal or imaginative written piece.

Write the story line to accompany a traditional piece 
of music.
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Unit 3
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The changing world

Topic

Current issues

grammar

Nouns derived from verbs 
Adjectives: modified by intensified words 
superlative

Text types

Discussion, letter, notes, list, questionnaire

read texts on strategies for protecting the environment 
and list the strengths and weaknesses of each

design a questionnaire to investigate how people 
contribute to pollution problems

write a letter to a politician urging him/her take action on 
a current issue

discuss the strengths and weaknesses of environmental 
protection policies in place in Cambodia

search the Internet for information and statistics on the 
impact of urban growth and take notes

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 2: Analyse and use information from 
spoken texts.

A response to specific questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting and using the information 
required.

Listen to two spoken texts about the impact of an 
environmental hazard and use the information to 
write a persuasive article focusing on the need for 
urgent action.
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Unit 3
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The changing world

Topic

World of work

grammar

Verb: past perfect 
Pronouns: reflexive, reciprocal

Text types

Notes, letter, interview, report, CV, talk,  
summary

search the Internet for jobs and make notes on the skills 
required for the selected occupations

in class, talk about your future plans and the required 
work skills you would need

prepare a CV and word process a letter of application in 
response to an advertisement

role-play a job interview

read texts on the impact of information technology in the 
work place and summarise the main points

listen to texts on three different types of work and 
analyse the nature of each, and the personal and 
vocational skills required

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 3: Exchange information, opinions and 
experience.

A three- to four-minute role-play, focusing on the 
resolution of an issue.

Role-play a discussion with a friend who is thinking 
of leaving school, and convince him/her of the 
value of remaining at school.
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Unit 4
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The individual

Topic

Education and aspirations

grammar

Compound nouns and derived nouns 
Active, passive

Text types

Comparison, article, report, email

read an article on school life in Cambodia and contrast 
the main features with those of the Victorian educational 
system

listen to a conversation about the experiences of 
two migrant students in Australia and write a report, 
contrasting these experiences

write an email to a friend telling them about your current 
studies and hopes for the future

search the Internet for job opportunities requiring LOTE 
qualifications, and make notes for a report

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 1: Analyse and use information from 
written texts.

A response to specific questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting and using information 
requested.

Read information on a specific educational issue 
and use the main points as the basis for an article.
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Unit 4
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The changing world

Topic

World of work

grammar

Tenses: past perfect 
Pronouns: relative 
Sentence structure 
Simple and complex clauses

Text types

Story, report, editorial, review, interview, 
article

listen to a broadcast on enterprise skills and make notes

summarise key points from a newspaper editorial 
on changing workplace practices and their impact; 
summarise the main points

evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of a 
change related to the workplace, for publication in a 
magazine for young people

read an extract from a story and write a review focusing 
on the view of working life presented by the author

listen to an interview on changes in the workplace and 
use the information to write a report

read texts on working conditions in urban/rural areas 
and write an article summarising the differences

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 2: Respond critically to spoken and 
written texts which reflect aspects of the language 
and culture of the Khmer-speaking communities.

A three- to four-minute interview on an issue 
related to the texts studied.

Complete a three- to four-minute interview on an 
issue related to employment in Cambodia referring 
to texts studied.
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Unit 4
Theme  Examples of learning activities

The changing world

Topic

Changing lifestyles

grammar

Person 
Different forms of spoken and written 
language 
Adverbial functions 
Complex clauses

Text types

Article, notes, report, statistics, role-play, 
video

search the Internet for information and statistics on the 
migration patterns of Khmer-speaking people and make 
notes

role-play a young person convincing an older person to 
accept a new way of dealing with clients

research texts to write a report explaining how and why 
changes have occurred in daily routines

read texts on different Cambodian traditional games and 
contrast these with modern activities

watch a video on the changing role of women and note 
the main points raised

 Example assessment task  

Outcome 2: Respond critically to spoken and 
written texts which reflect aspects of the language 
and culture of the Khmer-speaking communities.

A 250–300-word informative, persuasive or 
evaluative written response, for example report, 
comparison or review.

Referring to the texts studied, write an informative 
report on an aspect of lifestyle in Cambodia that 
has changed during the last 30 years.
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suggEsTEd suB-TOPiCs FOR dETAiLEd sTudy
The following topics and sub-topics have been broken down to include suggested areas that might 
form the focus of a detailed study. Teachers may wish to focus on one of these areas and expand it 
to include further areas, or they might choose to incorporate all areas, depending on how closely 
they can be linked.

Theme: The Khmer-speaking communities
Topic: History and geography
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• The influence of the past on the present.
• The Longvekm period.
• The history of Kampuchea Kraom.
• The Lon Nol period.
• Significant events of the last 30 years.

Theme: The Khmer-speaking communities
Topic: Cultural diversity
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• The significance of festivals and food in Cambodia.
• Aspects of tradition through Cambodian literature.

Theme: The Khmer-speaking communities
Topic: Tourism
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• The development of ecotourism.
• The impact of tourism on Cambodia.

Theme: The Khmer-speaking communities
Topic: Arts and entertainment
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• Folk, classical and popular dance: their role and significance.
• Entertainment, past and present.

Theme: The changing world
Topic: Changing lifestyles
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• Factors influencing lifestyle in Cambodia today.
• The old way is not necessarily the best way: an evaluation of changes and their impact.
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ExAMPLE OuTLinE OF AssEssMEnT TAsKs inCORPORATing BOTH VET And VCE 
OuTCOMEs
The outline below is an example of how all the VET outcomes required for the National TAFE 
Language Course, Module 2B (Certificate 3 Applied Languages), can be aligned with VCE 
outcomes and assessment tasks for Units 2, 3 and 4.

VET Outcome 3: Enquire about courses at an educational institution.
and   
VET Outcome 4: Enquire about housing at an educational institution.

VCE Unit 2 Outcome 1:   Formal letter.

Assessment task: You are thinking of applying to do a training course at a college 
in Cambodia. Write a formal letter to the overseas education 
officer enquiring about types, costs, length and entry into 
courses related to your area of interest. Enquire also about the 
types, cost and availability of accommodation on the campus.

VET Outcome 1: Seek medical attention at a hospital/surgery/chemist
and (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) 
VET Outcome 6: Write a thank-you letter/thank someone over the phone 
 (6.1, 6.2, 6.3)

VCE Unit 2 Outcome 2: Read written texts and reorganise the information and ideas 
in a different text type.

Assessment task:  A message has been left for you explaining that a guest due 
to arrive at the hotel where you work has been taken ill in 
transit. Ring the local doctor and describe the condition of 
the patient, symptoms, and the information you have about 
their medical history. Seek advice on the best action to take 
and thank them for their assistance.

Theme: The changing world
Topic: Current issues
Possible sub-topics for detailed study:
• Families in the 21st century.
• Floods and their aftermath.
• Protecting the environment in the past, present and future.
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VET Outcomes 11 and 12:  Describe personality of people. Exchange information about 
the area where you live.

VCE Unit 2 Outcome 2:  Listen to spoken texts and reorganise information and ideas 
in a different text type.

Assessment task: Listen to the interview conducted by the students’ association 
and write a report to be published in the students’ magazine 
as advice for students intending to study overseas. Based on 
the information they provide, include details of the pros and 
cons of sharing accommodation, and the main things to look 
for in good accommodation.

VET Outcome 1: Seek medical attention at a hospital/surgery/chemist 
and  (1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8).
VET Outcome 8: Hold a short conversation with one or more persons.

VCE Unit 3 Outcome 3: Three- to four-minute role-play focusing on the resolution of 
an issue.

Assessment task: A member of the tour group has been experiencing serious 
headaches and you have made an appointment with the local 
doctor. Assist your client to fill in the form provided. Explain 
their symptoms. Clarify the dosage and any side effects of 
the medicine prescribed for them. Ask politely about the 
possibilities of obtaining a second opinion. 

VET Outcome 5: Demonstrate basic knowledge of the education system in
and  Cambodia.
VET Outcome 9: Write a short dialogue or passage.

VCE Unit 3 Outcome 1: 250-word personal piece.

Assessment task: You have recently returned from an exchange visit to 
Cambodia. Write an article for your school magazine focusing 
on your experiences of the school system in Cambodia. 
Describe your views of the structure, philosophy and attitude 
to school, the subjects offered, level of achievement attained 
and aspects of the school culture, such as discipline, uniform, 
staff, and student relations. 
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VET Outcome 7: Comprehend a simple, short conversation between two native 
speakers. 

VCE Unit 3 Outcome 2: Analyse and use information from spoken texts.

Assessment task: Listen to the radio interview on changing attitudes to 
education in Cambodia. Using the information provided, 
write a comparison between the situation for school leavers 
in Australia and Cambodia.

VET Outcome 2: Demonstrate basic knowledge of medical practices and
and sickness in Cambodia.
VET Outcome 10: Read a short dialogue or passage.

VCE Unit 4 Outcome 1: Analyse and use information from written texts.

Assessment task: Read the two articles related to health provision in Cambodia. 
Using the information provided, write an article for a travel 
magazine outlining the major features of health provision in 
Cambodia, and provide key advice for potential tourists.

detailed study

VET Outcome 13: Demonstrate basic knowledge of politics and government in
and  Cambodia.  
VET Outcomes 14,15: Develop some specialised language and cultural knowledge.

VCE Unit 4 Outcome 2: 250–300-word informative piece.
and
VCE Unit 4 Outcome 2: Three- to four-minute interview on an issue related to texts  
 studied.

Assessment tasks: Write an informative article in which you outline the political 
figures currently prominent in Cambodia, and one or two 
recent issues or events.

 Democratic elections in Cambodia do not guarantee future 
unity and peace. Discuss this issue in a three- to four-minute 
interview. 
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suMMARy OF OuTCOMEs: MOduLE 2B OF THE nATiOnAL TAFE LAnguAgE COuRsE 
(CERTiFiCATE iii, APPLiEd LAnguAgEs)
1.  Seek medical attention at hospital/surgery/chemist.
2.  Demonstrate basic knowledge of medical practices, health and sickness in C2.
3.  Enquire about courses at an educational institution.
4.  Enquire about housing at an educational institution.
5.  Demonstrate basic knowledge of the educational system in C2.
6.  Write a thank-you letter/thank someone over the phone.
7.  Comprehend a simple short conversation between two native speakers.
8.  Hold a short conversation with one or more persons.
9.  Write a short dialogue, notes or messages or narrative passage.
10.  Read a short dialogue or narrative passage.
11.  Describe personality of people.
12.  Exchange information about the area/suburb/state where you live.
13.  Demonstrate basic knowledge of politics and government in C2.
14.  Develop some specialised cultural knowledge.
15.  Develop some specialised language knowledge.

MAin CHARACTERisTiCs OF diFFEREnT Kinds OF wRiTing
The following descriptions outline the main characteristics of five different kinds of writing. They 
are intended as a guide only; students would not be expected to include all aspects in their writing.

Personal writing:
• Creates a sense of person/personality for the writer in the reader’s mind.
• Establishes a relationship/intimacy/empathy between the writer and the reader.
• Usually employs first and/or second person; subjective; informal, familiar style/register; often 

includes emotive language.
• Emphasises ideas, opinions, feelings and impressions, rather than factual, objective information.
• Uses, in reflective writing, the act of writing to help the author understand and unravel his/

her own feelings or ideas.
• May, in certain contexts, use contracted language, such as is used in speech.

imaginative writing:
• Manipulates the reader’s response to the piece to create the desired impression or response; 

visual and/or emotional appeal.
• Usually creates a strong sense of context (physical surroundings and atmosphere) and situation.
• Normally includes description (person, place, emotion, atmosphere), so careful selection of 

language such as adjectives and adverbs (or their equivalents) are important.
• Uses techniques such as variation in sentence length, juxtaposition of different sentence lengths, 

careful control of structure and sequencing, to add to the overall effect by creating the desired 
atmosphere or conveying the required emotion.

• May break normal sequencing for added impact, such as in a flashback or in a final disclosure 
which puts a different interpretation on preceding passages.
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Persuasive writing:
• Manipulates the reader’s emotions and opinions in order to achieve a specific purpose, that 

is, to achieve a desired outcome or effect which is important to and selected by the writer.
• Is strongly influenced by the nature of the target audience in choosing the persuasive techniques 

to adopt; that is, the language (vocabulary, sentence structures, style/register), structure and 
sequencing of the piece are framed with the particular audience and purpose in mind.

• Requires choice of the best word (with the precise shade of meaning and overtones of approval/
disapproval, virtue/vice etc.), so range of vocabulary and dictionary technique are important.

• Aims in certain instances (for example, advertisements) to keep the target audience unaware 
of being manipulated and adopts an appearance of objectivity and rationality by using indirect, 
subtle, secretive techniques; confidential, intimate, collaborative style and register.

• Sometimes uses exaggeration, extravagant language, and humour to create a conspiratorial 
relationship between the writer and the reader.

• Often uses the second person for direct address and appeal.
• Sometimes employs direct speech and questions to intensify the relationship with the audience.
• May use techniques such as the use of technical or scientific language and superlatives or 

quantitative statements to lend authority to the content.

informative writing:
• Aims to convey information from the writer to the reader as clearly, comprehensively and 

accurately as possible.
• Usually uses objective style and impersonal expressions, although the writer may use an 

informal style to establish a relationship of ‘friendly helper’ with the reader.
• Normally has no particular point of view to convey; if a point of view is involved, the writing 

becomes either persuasive (aiming to convert the reader to a particular point of view or attitude 
in order to convince him or her to act or respond in a certain way) or evaluative (aiming to 
weigh two or more items/ideas in order to convince the reader rationally and objectively that 
a particular point of view is correct).

• Generally uses facts, examples, explanations, analogies and sometimes statistical information, 
quotations and references as evidence.

• Chooses language, structure and sequence to make the message clear and unambiguous, so 
the sequencing of information is usually logical and predictable.

• Probably uses few adjectives, adverbs and images, except as examples or analogies in 
explanation.

Evaluative writing:
• Aims to reach a conclusion acceptable to an intelligent, unbiased reader through the logical 

presentation and discussion of facts and ideas.
• Presents two or more important aspects of an issue or sides of an argument and discusses these 

rationally and objectively; using evidence to support the contrasting sides or alternatives.
• Uses objective style; appeals to reason not emotion; creation of an impression of balance and 

impartiality is essential.
•	 Often includes expressions of cause, consequence, opposition and concession.           
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Text types Identifiable features

Advertisement Topic/product name; content (factual and persuasive information); register; 
style; layout.

Article (magazine) Title; content; author (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Article (newspaper) Title; date; place; content; author (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Brochure/leaflet Topic; content (factual and persuasive information); heading/sub-headings; 
register; style; layout.

Guide (tourist) Topic; content (factual and persuasive information); heading/sub-headings; 
register; style; layout.

Instruction/recipe Title/topic; structure; content (equipment, method); register; style; layout.

Invitation Statement of invitation; detail of event (event, date, place, time etc.); details for 
responding; register; style; layout.

Journal entry Date/place/time (as appropriate); structure (related to sequence of thought, 
events or importance); opening (often an evaluative comment); content; 
(information/reflection/evaluation); conclusion; register; style; layout.

Letter (business) Address; date; reference number or equivalent; salutation; greeting; body 
(content); farewell; signing off (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Letter/postcard (social):  Address;  date; salutation; greeting; body (content); farewell; signing off 
family, friend, acquaintance (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Letter (to the editor) Salutation; structure (introduction, body, conclusion); content; signing off 
(pseudonym and/or fictional name and address), register; style; layout.

Message/email Date; salutation; body (content); farewell; signing off; (fictional name); register; 
style; layout.

Report (factual) Topic; structure (introduction, body, conclusion); content; author (fictional 
name); register; style; layout.

Report (newspaper) Title; date; place; content; byline (fictional name); register; style; layout. 

Report (supporting recommendations) Topic; structure (introduction body, conclusion); content; use of evidence; 
author (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Review/critique Topic; structure; content; author (fictional name); register; style; layout.

Script (speech, report, sketch) Title/topic; structure; content; register; style; layout.

Story, short story Title/topic; structure; content; author (fictional name); register; style; layout.

MAin CHARACTERisTiCs OF COMMOn TExT TyPEs
The following general characteristics are provided as a guide. They are not intended to be definitive, 
but include some of the main features found in the written form of some of the more common 
text types.
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suiTABLE REsOuRCEs
Courses must be developed within the framework of the study design: the areas of study, outcome 
statements, and key knowledge and skills. 
Some of the print resources listed in this section may be out of print. They have been included 
because they may still be available from libraries, bookshops and private collections.

BOOKS

Language references and readers

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 1 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa. 

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 2 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 3 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 4 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1995 PasaExµr 5 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1996 PasaExµr 6 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 7 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 8 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 PasaExµr 9 PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanRsavRCav GPivD¿kmµviZIsikSa niges[vePAsikSa.

Grammar

nYn bu)t  1955 viZIeRbIvNÑyutþinigx&NÐsJ¦a PñMeBj ; 

bNÑaKar b(ut nag.

RBhµvIr; 2502 nvevyüakrN¾ PñMeBj ; bNÑaKar esg gYn 

hYt. ‘kalrbs´kiriya TMç19-23’

RksYgGb´rM 1982 evyüakrN¾zñak´TI 5 PñMeBj; mCÄmNÐ

lniBnÆkmµviZIniges[vePAsikSa. ‘kMNt´sMKal´mUlePT G-G) 

TMç5-7’.

RksYgGb´rM 1982 evyüakrN¾zñak´TI 6 PñMeBj ; mCÄmN

ðlniBnÆkmµviZIniges[vePAsikSa. ‘GMBIsBVnam TMç22-33Ç 

GMBIl|H TMç 48-51’.

RksYgGb´rM 1982 evyüakrN¾zñak´TI 7 PñMeBj ; mCÄmNð

lniBnÆkmµviZIniges[vePAsikSa. ‘GMBIkiriyas&BÞ TMç113-119Ç 

GMBIs&BÞnam TMç93-106’.

Monolingual and bilingual dictionaries

vcnan uRkmEx µr 1967 PaKTI1 PaKTI2 Pñ M eBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

Huffman, K & Im, P 1978, English-Khmer Dictionary, Yale 
University Press, New Haven and London.

Headley, R et al. 1977, Cambodian-English Dictionary, vol. 1  
& 2.  The Catholic University of America Press, Washington, D.C.

Theng Leang 1995, English-Khmer Dictionary, Phnom Penh.

Jacob, J 1974, A Concise Cambodian-English Dictionary, OUP, 
London.

JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS

RBwtþib&RtRbTIbZmµcRk qñaMTI4 k|alTI1 1991 ‘vtþBuTÆrgSIEm̈lbYn’.

ZmµCatinigCIvit RBwtþib&RtRbcaMEx qñaMTI4 elx37 Exmkra-

kumÖ; 2000.

ZmµCatinigCIvit RBwtþib&RtRbcaMEx qñaMTI4 elx38 ExmIna-

emsa 2000.

kaEstsµartIExµr ‘pSayecjBITIRkugsIudnIy¾

TsSnavdþIExµr ¨RbimRbiy ¨ pSayenARbeTskm¬úCa

WEBSITES
Australian Broadcasting Corporation websites 
www.abc.net.au/ra/khmer/khmrinfo.htm

Khmer Newspapers
www.khmernews.com

Cambodia’s Connections 
www.econ.pdx.edu/alumni/TVC/camlink.htm
www.cambodia.org

Phnom Penh Daily  
www.phnompenhdaily.com
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ThE INDIvIDUAL

Personal identity   

BOOKS

bu)NÑ cnÞmu¨l 1984 critExµr :¨ris ; mCÄmNðlÉksarR

savRCavGarüZm(Exµr. TMBr& 16 - 22

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

‘PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg> PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.
PasaExµr PaK 6 CMBUk 3 TMBr& 71 - 80
PasaExµr PaK 7 CMBUk TI3 emronTI 7, 
PasaExµr PaK 9 CMBUk 1 emeron TI1 TMBr& 2 - 8, 
CMBUk 2 emeron TI6 TMBr& 95 - 98
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 11 - 13, 29 - 32, 110 - 
111
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 1 TMBr& 2 - 10, CMBUk 2 TMBr& 13 
- 18, CMBUk 3, TMBr&28 – 30, CMBUk 7 TMB&r 74 - 
80, CMBUk 12 TMB&r 149 - 155
TuMTav

Relationships

BOOKS

bu)NÑ cnÞmu¨l 1984 critExµr :¨ris ; mCÄmNðlÉksarR

savRCavGarüZm(Exµr. TMBr& 34 - 66

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr  PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y   PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg>  PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

RkumCMnMuTMen[mTMløab´Exµr 1967 RbCMuer]geRBgExµr PaK1-

PaK7  PñMeBj ; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

PasaExµr PaK 6 CMBUk 1
PasaExµr PaK 7 CMBUk 5 emeron TI13, 14, 15
PasaExµr PaK 8 CMBUk 2 emeron TI6
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 4 - 11, 14 - 18, 33 - 41, 
102 - 112
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 2 TMBr& 19 – 24, CMBUk 4 TMBr& 
42 - 46, CMBUk 5 TMB&r 49, CMBUk 8 TMBr& 82 - 
86, CMBUk 9 TMBr& 93 - 98,102 - 104
sUpat CMBUk 1 - 7 TMBr& 1 - 54
TuMTav

Education and aspirations

BOOKS

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr  PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

‘PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg> PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

RkumCMnMuTMen[mTMløab´Exµr 1967 RbCMuer]geRBgExµr PaK1-

PaK7 PñMeBj ; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

mwug zuløa 1981 viC¢aGb´rMRsþIExµr exAGIudag ;  
International Rescue Committee 

RBwtþib&®t RbTIbZmµcRk pSayecjBI vtþBuTÆrgSIEm¨lbYn 

‘cab´BIqñaM 1988’.
PasaExµr PaK 6 CMBUk 2 TMBr& 12 – 14
PasaExµr PaK 7 CMBUk TI3 emronTI 9, CMBUk 6 
emeron TI 16, 17, 18
PasaExµr PaK 8 CMBUk TI3 emronTI 9
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 7 - 11, 22 - 28, 116 - 
117
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 1 TMBr& 2 - 4, CMBUk 2 TMBr& 20, 
CMBUk 3 TMB&r 35 - 37
sUpat CMBUk 2 TMB&r 12 - 13, CMBUk 3 TMB&r 19
TuMTav TMB&r 5 - 8

Leisure and lifestyle 

BOOKS  

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr  PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

‘PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y   PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg>  PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

RkumCMnMuTMen[mTMløab´Exµr 1967 RbCMuer]geRBgExµr PaK1-

PaK7  PñMeBj ; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü. RBwtþib&®t RbTIbZmµcRk 

pSayecjBI vtþBuTÆrgSIEm¨lbYn ‘cab´BIqñaM 1988’.

PasaExµr PaK 6 CMBUk 4
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 42 - 61, 128 - 129, 
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 3 TMBr& 27 - 28, CMBUk 11 TMBr& 
126 - 147
sUpat CMBUk 4 - 6 TMBr& 23 - 46
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ThE KhMER-SPEAKING COMMUNITIES

history and geography 

BOOKS  

Rtwg ga 1974 RbvtþisaRsþExµr ‘sMrab́mZüm sikSanigótþmsikSa’. 

PñMeBj ; karpSayrbs´ GñkniBnÆ.

Rtwg ga 1974 RbvtþisaRsþExµr ‘sMrab́mZüm sikSanigótþmsikSa’. 

PñMeBj ; karpSayrbs´ GñkniBnÆ.

nalø b)ç [Neall, B 1995 (comp. & ed.)] sæabnakm¬úCaoRbesIr 
‘bkERbBIPasaGg´eKøs Building a better Cambodia)  
Phnom Penh: Seven-day Adventist Mission.

eG[v kws 1947 PasaExµr karsakl|gBinitüedayrkehtupl 

PñMeBj; BuTÆsasnabNÐitü ‘e:HBum¬CazµI 1995’.

eGg sut 1969 Éksarmhab u rsEx µ r P ñ M eBj ; 
karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

RksYgGb́rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 sikSasg<m PUmiviTüa RbvtþiviTüa 

zñak´TI7 PñMeBj ; naykdðanRsav RCav Kruekaslü.

RksYgGb́rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1997 sikSasg<m PUmiviTüa RbvtþiviTüa 

zñak´TI8 PñMeBj ; naykdðanRsavRCav Kruekaslü.

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1999 sikSasg<m sIlZm( PUmiviTüa 

RbvtþiviTüa zñak´TI10 EpñkTI1 PñMeBj ; naykdðanRsavRCav 

Kruekaslü.

c&nÞ supl nigRkumGñkniBnÆ 1999 plb̈HJĺénvibtþihirJ¦vtæúGasIu 

elIesdðk ic © GnþrkalenAbNþaRbeTs GasI uGeK ñy¾ ; 

TsSn;km¬úCa ÉksarBiPakSa elx12 ‘bkERbBIPasa Gg´eKøs’ 

PñMeBj ; viTüasæanbNþúHbNþal nig RsavRCavedIm|IGPivD¿n¾km¬úCa.

raCrdðaPi:lkm¬úCa 1999 karGPivD¿n¾esdðkic©nigsg<mkic© 

rMrUvkarnigsMeNI PñMeBj ; RksYgesdðkic© nighirJ¬vtæú.

eGg sut 1969 ÉksarmhabursExµr PñMeBj ; 
karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

Rtwg ga 1974 RbvtþisaRsþExµr ‘sMrab´mZüm 

sikSanigótþmsikSa’. PñMeBj ; karpSayrbs´ GñkniBnÆ.

:¨g xat´ ‘RBHPik¡ú’ 1957 mK<úeTsk¾nKr PaK1 PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

bu)NÑ cnÞmu¨l 1984 critExµr :¨ris ; mCÄmNðlÉksarR

savRCavGarüZm(Exµr. 

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç 1994 R:saTbnÞayRsI  PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç 19/ R:saT:BYn  PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

RtaeN mç 1996 RBH:TC&yvrµ&nTI7  PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

PasaExµr PaK7 CMBUk 1 emeron TI1 nWg TI2
PasaExµr PaK 9 CMBUk 1 emeron TI2 TMBr& 22 - 
24
TuMTav TMB&r 63 - 71, 91, 119 -133

Cultural diversity

BOOKS

eBC sl´ ‘GñkRsI’ 1969 JkübeNþáAnig JküesøakburaN 

PñMeBj.

C&y cab 1995 kMrgJkübeNþAExµr PñMeBj ; 

eragBum¬GbSara.

mwug zuløa 1981 viC¢aGb´rMRsþIExµr exAGIudag ;  

International Rescue Committee.

ezag Zç 1994 kMrgvb|Zm(nigGriyExµr  exøtun vitUriy¨a ; 

salamZümsikSaevsþl.

jwk nU 1965 k|ÜnGaJh¾BiJh¾ PñMeBj ; 

bNÑaKaréRtrtn¾.

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr  PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.
PasaExµr PaK7 CMBUk 2 emeron TI4 TMBr& 50, CMBUk 
4 emeron TI11
PasaExµr PaK8 CMBUk 4 emeron TI11  
PasaExµr PaK 9 CMBUk 1 emeron TI3 TMBr& 37 - 
42, CMBUk2 TMBr&101
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 5 TMBr& 53 - 61, CMBUk 8 TMBr 
&87 - 91, CMBUk 10 TMBr& 107 - 124, CMBUk 12 
TMBr& 147 - 155
sUpat CMBUk 1 - 2 TMBr& 1 - 12, CMBUk 6 TMBr &40 - 43, CMBUk 
7 TMBr& 53 - 54, CMBUk 8 - 11 TMB&r 60 - 65

TuMTav TMB&r 9

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1999 sikSasg<m sIlZm( 

BlrdðviC¢a eKhviTüa zñak´TI7 PñMeBj ; naykdðanRsavRCav 

Kruekaslü.

RksYgGb́rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1998 sikSasg<m PUmiviTüa RbvtþiviTüa 

zñak´TI8 PñMeBj ; naykdðan RsavRCav Kruekaslü.

RksYgGb́rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1999 sikSasg<m sIlZm( BlrdðviC¢a 

eKhviTüa zñak´TI10 PaK2 PñMeBj ;  naykdðanRsavRCav 

Kruekaslü.
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rsµIesaP&N ‘semþc’ 1970  tRmaePaCnahar  

PñMeBj ; kare:HBum¬pSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

T|úg savwg 1973 v i C ¢ a e Z V I m Ø Ú b c MN I  P ñ M e Bj ; 

bNÑaKarPñMeBj.

jwk nU 1965 k|ÜnGaJh¾BiJh¾ PñMeBj ; bNÑaKaréRtrtn¾.

Tourism

BOOKS

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç 1994 R:saTbnÞayRsI PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç R:saT:BYn Pñ M eBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

RtaeN mç 1996 RBH:TC &yvr µ &nT I7 P ñ M eBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

:¨g xat´ ‘RBHPik¡ú’ 1957 mK<úeTsk¾nKr PaK1-2 PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü‘Bçsç2500’.

eBC Ekv 1997 dM eNIrk Msan þ enAGg <r P ñ M eBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;

sWEds hSç (Coedes, G 1947)   GMBIGg<r edIm|IyĺkańEtc|aś 
‘bkERbBIPasa:raMg’ PñMeBj ; karpSayrbs´GñkbkERb.

:¨g xat´ ‘RBHPik¡ú’ 1957 mK<úeTsk¾nKr PaK1  PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

Ekv NarMu 1995 tRnþInigCIvitExµr PñMeBj ; 

eragBum¬mitþPaBkm¬úCaCb¨un.

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 lMnaMseg¡bePøgExµr PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü. 

cab Bin 1964 r:MRbCaRbiyExµr PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

PasaExµr PaK 9 CMBUk2 emeron TI4 TMBr& 55
pûa¨seBan CMBUk 9 TMBr& 98 – 100

Arts and entertainment

BOOKS

Ekv NarMu 1995 tRnþInigCIvitExµr PñMeBj ; 

eragBum¬mitþPaBkm¬úCaCb¨un.

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 lMnaMseg¡bePøgExµr PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü. 

cab Bin 1964 r:MRbCaRbiyExµr PñMeBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

‘PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y   PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

PasaExµr PaK 6 TMBr& 139 - 148, 164
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 1 - 3, 19 - 21, 62 - 96,

RksYgGb´rM yuvCnnigkIT|a 1999 sikSasg<m 3 PñMeBj ; 

naykdðanRsavRCav Kruekaslü.

RkumCMnMuTMen[mTMløab´Exµr 1967 RbCMuer]geRBgExµr PaK1-PaK7 

PñMeBj ; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

j u ¨ k Ezm 1960 e r ]gk ulabéb ¨l in P ñ M eBj ; 

pSayBIRksYgsikSaZikarCati.

ezag Zç 1993 GkSrsil|¾Ex µr ; er]gsUpat er]

gp,aRseJn er]gkulabéb¨lin er]gTMuTav Rs¬wgevl rdðvitUriy¨a 

; :y&ne:HBum¬pSay.

ezag Zç 1981 kRmger]geRBgExµr ; bkERbnigsikSakza 

exøtun rdðvitUriy¨a; smaKmGURsþalI-Exµr rdðvitUriy¨a.

nU hac 1960 er]gp,aRseJn  PñMeBj ; eragBum¬rsµIkm¬úCa.

rwm Kin 1960 er]gsUpat PñMeBj .

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg>  PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

esam ‘ RBHP ik ¡ ú ’ 1972 e r ]gT M u T a v P ñ M e Bj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

GU ) ‘P irmüPasa’ 1972 bNþa M Rkmgu ¨y Pñ M rBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

ThE ChANGING WORLD

Changing lifestyles

BOOKS
rdðelxaZikardðankic©karnarI 1993 

tYnaTIbursRsþIkñúgkaGPivD¿n¾ PñMeBj ; viTüasæanbNþúHbNþal 

nig RsavRCavedIm|IGPivD¿n¾km¬úCa.

KØ&rm¨an´ sç (Gorman, S) nigRkumGñkniBnÆ 1999 

bJØatYnaTIburs-RsþInigkarGPivD¿n¾enAkñúgRbeTskm¬úCa ; 

karBinitüemIlTUeTA 

ÉksarBiPakSa elx10 PñMeBj ; viTüasæanbNþúHbNþal 

nig RsavRCavedIm|IGPivD¿n¾km¬úCa.

RksYgsg<mkic© kargarnigGtItyuTÆCn 1998 

r:ykarRsavRCavGMBI sæanPaBrbs´Cncas´Crakm¬úCa PñMeBj 

; Gg<karCYyCncas´CraGnþrCati
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nalø bç (Neall, B) 1997 sæabnakm¬úCaoRbesIr PñMeBj ; 
Seventh-Day Adventist Mission

raCrdðaPi:lkm¬úCa 1999 karGPivD¿n¾esdðkic©nigsg<mkic© 

tMrUvkarnigsMeNI  PñMeBj ; TIsþIkarrdðmRnþIRksYgesdðkic©ni

ghirJ¦vtæú.

World of work

BOOKS
RksYgGb´rMyuvCnnigkIT|a 1999 CMnajviC¢aCIv; karbNþúHp-

Sit PñMeBj ; Gg<karGnþrCatiBlkmµkumar.

‘PirmüPasa’ 1972 bNþaMRkmgu¨y   PñMrBj ; 

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

bu)NÑ cnÞmu¨l 1984 critExµr :¨ris ; mCÄmNðlÉksarR

savRCavGarüZm(Exµr.

Rtwg ga ‘GñkRsI’ 1973 vb|Zm(GriyZ(Exµr  PñMeBj ; 

karpSayrbs´GñkniBnÆ.

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç R:saT:BYn PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg> PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.
PasaExµr PaK7 CMBUk1 CMBUk TI5 emeron TI14, 
CMBUk TI6
PasaExµr PaK 9 CMBUk 3 emeron 9 TMBr& 141
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 14 - 18, 22 - 28, 97 - 
103, 124 – 129

Current issues

BOOKS
viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1970 c|ab´epSg> PñMeBj ; 

viTüasæanBuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç 1994 R:saTbnÞayRsI PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

RtaeN mç nig GYn vç R:saT:BYn PñMeBj ; 

RksYgvb|Zm(nigsil|;.

PasaExµr PaK 6 CMBUk6
PasaExµr PaK7 CMBUk1 emeron TI 3, CMBUk TI5 
emeron TI14, CMBUk TI6
PasaExµr PaK8 CMBUk5 emeron TI 15
kUlab«b”lin TMBr& 115, 117 - 119, 125
RksYgbrisæan 2000 brisæan 

es[vePACMnYysµµartI PñMeBj ; RksYgbrisæan.

RksYgbrisæan 1998 EpnkarbrisæanCati 1998-2002 

PñMeBj ; RksYgbrisæan.

ZmµCatinigCIvit RBwtþib&Rt RbcaMBIrEx qñaMTI4 elx37-38 

pSayecjBIsmaKmEzrkSabrisæannigvb|Zm(.

ZmµCatinigCIvit RBwtþib&Rt RbcaMBIrEx qñaMTI5 elx39 pSaye

cjBIsmaKmEzrkSabrisæannigvb|Zm(.

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1999 sERmkéRBeQI 

TsSn;RBHBuTÆsasnasþIBIbrisæan PñMeBj; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.

BuTÆsasnbNÐitü 1999 RBHBuTÆsasnanigbrisæan Éksar

bNþúHbNþalkarGb´rMGMBIbrisæan sMrab´ RBHPik¡úsg¹nigdUnCI 

PñMeBj; BuTÆsasnbNÐitü.




